
Bang! Bang!
Litmus A Freeman

| E | /                 /G | x 2

| A+9 | / | / | /          /G      |
You take a   bang,   you put it with another  bang.   What have you got? Bang! 

| E | / /G | E | /       |
  Bang! Bang!   Bang!

(Repeat)
| G | /F# | E | / / G       |

You got a   bang with a bang, now you’re singing Bang! Bang!     Bang!
| E | / /G | E | /       |    x 2
  Bang! Bang!   Bang!

(Repeat Structure)

You take a man, and you put him in a van. What have you got? A Van Man, a Van Man
You take his van and you put it with a load of other vans. What have you got? A Van Clan!
(living free on the land)
You got a man, in a van, living in a clan. And they’re singing Bang! Bang! - Bang! Bang!

You take a bum and you put him on the beach. What have you got? A Beach Bum! A Beach Bum!
And this bum, likes sucking on his thumb until it’s numb. What has he got? A Numb Thumb!
A Numb thumb... 
On the beach there’s a bum, with a numb thumb! And he’s singing Bang! Bang!

You take a crow, with his murder in a row, what have we got? A crow row, a crow row
And this crow, has a brother who’s a ho, what has he got a ho bro, a ho bro
There’s a crow in a row with a brother who’s a ho, and he’s singing ‘Bang! Bang!’

You take some geese, they’re sniffing drugs for the police, what have you got? Police geese, police geese
And these geese they’re on a lease to keep the peace, what have they got? A peace lease, a peace lease
You got some geese on a lease to keep the peace for the police. And they’re singing ‘Bang! Bang!’
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You buy a Bong from a guy called Bing. What have you got? Bing’s Bong, Bing’s Bong
You take a King, and you call him Kong. What have they got? King Kong, and he’s smoking Bing’s Bong!
Now we got a King, called Kong and he’s smoking Bing’s Bong. And he’s singing Bang! Bang!

You got a song, goes on and on and on and on and on. What have you got? A Long Song! A Long Song...
And this song, you’re pretty sure it’s going wrong! What have you got? A Wrong Song! 
And it’s going on too long... 
It’s a song going wrong that’s going on too long! And it’s called Bang! Bang! - Bang! Bang! 

(Recap all verses)

And it’s called 
Bang! Bang!
Bang! Bang! 
Bang! Bang!
Bang! Bang!  
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